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What is CACAO?	

•  Community Assessment of Community Annotation with 
Ontologies  (CACAO)	
–  Annotation of gene function	

–  Competition	
•  Within a class	
•  Between teams at different schools	
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What is CACAO?	
•  GONUTS website: http://gowiki.tamu.edu 	

•  Innings	
–  Annotation week: you make annotations on the website to get points	
–  Challenge week: steal points by challenges and corrections	
–  Open week: annotate or challenge	

•  Make as many annotations as you want.	
•  The default is that they are wrong!!	

•  Your accepted annotations go into data resources	
–  As of March2016, CACAO students have contributed 3,799 annotations for 

2,614 proteins	
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http://gowiki.tamu.edu	

•  If anything on the site doesn’t work… Make sure you’re 
logged, and ask us for help (ecoliwiki@gmail.com)!	
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FUNCTIONAL ANNOTATION WITH 
THE GENE ONTOLOGY (GO)	
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Functional Annotation w/GO	

•  GO Annotation:  a unique database entry in a specific 
format that associates a GO term with a gene 
product made based on evidence in a traceable 
source	
–  Standard annotations: Paper from the scientific literature	

–  Transfer annotations: Bioinformatic analysis associated with a 
GO_REF	

•  GO_REF:0000100: Gene Ontology annotation by SEA-PHAGE 
biocurators	
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PubMed Record	
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Getting the Full Text	

•  The abstract is not enough for an annotation 
•  But, may be enough to reject a paper!!! 
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Getting the Full Text	

•  Some papers are open 
access	
–  Pubmed Central	
–  Journal sites	

•  Others are pay only	
–  Don’t pay real $$!	

•  Your library may have 
subscriptions	

•  Pick a different paper	
•  Email the author and 

ask for a pdf	
–  Send us a copy	
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Alternative Path: Start w/Full Text	
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Alternative Path: Start w/Full Text	
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Functional Annotation w/GO	

•  GO Annotation:  a unique database entry in a specific 
format that associates a GO term with a gene 
product made based on evidence in a traceable 
source	

•  Gene products for CACAO are proteins in UniProt 	
–  http://uniprot.org 	
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UniProt Search Results	

•  Multiple entries	
–  Find the right one	

–  Icons	
•  Gold = Swissprot = 

reviewed	
•  Plain = TrEMBL = 

automated	
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UniProt Records	

•  Lots of information to 
help you	
–  Summary of existing 

GO annotations	
•  Link to QuickGO for 

complete set of existing 
annotations	

–  Information about the 
protein	
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Make Sure You Have the Right Protein	

•  Right species/strain	
•  Not a fragment	
•  Sometimes UniProt has multiple entries for the same 

protein	
–  Gold star = SwissProt = reviewed	
–  Blank star = TrEMBL = computational entry	

•  Sometimes the protein you want is not in UniProt	
–  May want to find another paper/protein	

•  Ask for help	
–  OK to email the UniProt help desk	
–  check your reasoning with us!	
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Genbank to UniProt	
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Copy the accession without the version extension 



Genbank to UniProt	
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Search for the Genbank accession in UniProt 



Functional Annotation w/GO	

•  GO Annotation:  a unique database entry in a specific 
format that associates a GO term with a gene 
product made based on evidence in a traceable 
source	
–  Unique = different in any of these fields	

•  Same GO term from a different paper	
•  Same GO term, same paper, different evidence	
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1 

2 

Check for uniqueness on GONUTS	
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http://gowiki.tamu.edu  



Check for uniqueness on GONUTS	

Abstract and full text links are 
automatically created 

Anywhere the reference is 
already used in an annotation is 
shown 
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Create a Gene Page on GONUTS	
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http://gowiki.tamu.edu  



Create a Gene Page on GONUTS	
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Create a Gene Page on GONUTS	
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Edit the annotations table on your gene page	
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Edit the annotations table on your gene page	
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Annotation entry form	
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Functional Annotation w/GO	

•  GO Annotation:  a unique database entry in a specific 
format that associates a GO term with a gene 
product made based on evidence in a traceable 
source	
–  GONUTS: 	http://gowiki.tamu.edu 	

–  QuickGO: 	http://www.ebi.ac.uk/QuickGO 	
–  AmiGO2:  	http://amigo.geneontology.org/amigo  	
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GO terms	

•  Controlled vocabulary 	
–  Readable by humans and computers	

–  Terms have relationships	

•  3 “aspects”	
–  Cellular/Viral Component	

–  Biological Process	

–  Molecular Function	
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Component terms	

•  GO:0019012 ! Virion	
–  GO:0019028 ! viral capsid	

•  GO:0019030 ! icosahedral 
viral capsid	

–  GO:0039621 ! T=13 
icosahedral viral capsid	
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From: http://viralzone.expasy.org   



Biological process	

•  GO:0044659 cytolysis by 
virus of host cell	
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From: http://viralzone.expasy.org   



Molecular Function	

•  GO:0034290 holin activity	
–  GO:0034291 canonical holin 

activity	
–  GO:0034292 pinholin activity	

•  GO:0003796 lysozyme 
activity	

•  GO:0008745 N-
acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine 
amidase activity	
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Strategies for finding the right GO term	

•  Search for a keyword and browse the ontology	
–  GONUTS: search “Category” namespace if you get too many hits	

–  Look at the ancestors, children, and relatives	

–  Use Google, Wikipedia etc. to find alternative search terms	

•  Look at existing annotations for your protein	
–  Computational with the IEA evidence code	

–  Curators with TAS or IC	

•  Look at annotations for homologs	
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GO Term Warnings	

•  We don’t allow terms that tend to get misused	
–  “…Binding” terms	

•  Should be used where the binding function by itself is the relevant 
function	

•  Not for substrates and cofactors	

–  “Response to…” terms	
•  Should be used where the gene product is used to do something in 

response to the stimulus/stress	

•  Not just for changes in gene expression	

•  Watch out for taxonomy problems	
–  Sometimes GO definitions are too specific for eukaryotes or 

mammals	
•  Something that sounds OK isn’t	
•  Problem can be in the parent terms!	
•  These may result in NTRs and annotation credits… more on this 
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Do You Need a New GO Term?	

•  Sometimes things are missing in GO	
•  BUT, GO is not intended to capture everything.	

–  DO: propose new terms for functions, processes, and components that 
express general concepts	

–  DON’T: propose terms that are too specific	
•  examples. 	

–  regulation of expression of a specific gene	
–  Phosphorylation of a specific protein (as opposed to a class of proteins)	

http://gowiki.tamu.edu/wiki/index.php/File:NewTermRequest.pdf	
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If You Need a New GO Term	

•  http://github.com	
–  Gene Ontology project > 

go-ontology> issues	

•  New term request	
–  “NTR:” in subject	
–  Definition	

–  Where in the ontology	
–  Explanation of why it is 

needed w/reference(s)	

–  Mention CACAO	
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If You Need a New GO Term	

•  Annotate to a less specific term	
–  Include in your note either	

•  Link to github tracker item	
•  TermGenie temp ID	

•  Ask us for help with these!	
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Functional Annotation w/GO	

•  GO Annotation:  a unique database entry in a specific 
format that associates a GO term with a gene 
product made based on evidence in a traceable 
source	

•  IDA: Inferred from Direct Assay	
•  IMP: Inferred from Mutant Phenotype	

–  NOT just for mutations! Includes inferred from inhibition in vivo by 
drugs, RNAi, etc.	

•  IGI: Inferred from Genetic Interaction	
•  ISO: Inferred from Sequence Orthology	
•  ISA: Inferred from Sequence Alignment	
•  ISM: Inferred from Sequence Model	
•  IGC: Inferred from Genomic Context	
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Evidence Pull-Down Menu	
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Decision Tree to Choose Evidence	
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Some Evidence Types �
Require More Information	

•  With/from	
•  Evidence from sequence comparison	

–  With the protein accession for the protein you are comparing to	
•  That protein must have experimental annotation to the same GO 

term	

•  Evidence from computational analysis	
–  With the reference for the analysis tool	

•  Evidence from genetic interaction	
–  With the other gene(s) your protein is interacting with	
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Functional Annotation w/GO	

•  GO Annotation:  a unique database entry in a specific 
format that associates a GO term with a gene 
product made based on evidence in a traceable 
source	

•  CACAO annotation: GO annotation + explanatory note	
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Notes text box	
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Refresh to trigger the error checking	
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Save the Row AND Save the Table	

•  Save TWICE! 
•  Save the row to the table 
•  Save the table to the page 
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Annotate Only During Annotation Periods	
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SCOREBOARDS AND CHALLENGES	
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Session Scoreboard	
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Session Scoreboard	
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Session Scoreboard	
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Team Scoreboards	
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User Scoreboards	
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Challenges	

•  Many ways to get to the 
challenge view	

•  History of the challenges 
and assessments	

•  If the judges have already 
looked at it, what we 
think is good and bad 
about this annotation	
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Challenges	
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Challenges	

•  Explain what is wrong	
–  As with annotations, the default is that your challenge is wrong 

unless you can convince us clearly	

•  Fix it if possible	

•  Competition points for just finding mistakes but only 
corrected annotations count toward annotation counts	
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Challenges	

•  You cannot lose points for making bad challenges	
–  But you will annoy the judges if you are not thoughtful	

•  Look at the other challenges	
–  Whoever challenges a particular aspect of the annotation first 

gets credit, UNLESS	
•  The later challenge does a better job of correcting the whole 

annotation	

•  Try to figure out if the annotation is fixable	
–  If you can’t salvage part of the annotation, the “fix” should be a 

new annotation.	
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Remember	

•  Asking for help is not cheating in CACAO	
–  Talk to your teammates	

–  Ask us questions – we will assign online mentors	

–  Talk to other professors	

–  Email authors of papers	

•  There are lots of resources on the site and elsewhere on 
the web	
–  Evidence code decision tree

http://gowiki.tamu.edu/wiki/images/3/32/CACAO_decisiontree.pdf 	
–  Evidence code guidelines at the GO consortium website: 

http://www.geneontology.org/GO.evidence.shtml 	

•  Contact us: ecoliwiki@gmail.com is read by both Jim and 
Suzi	
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More useful stuff	
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